Date: 26/04/21
Venue: Leigh Sports Village
Stage: Fundamental

Time: 18:30
Duration: 60 mins
Group Size: up to 12 Adults

Session Goals For Athletes (What-2):
Fundamental training Week 4 after 12 months of unstructured training to build a base where athletes can begin to train without risk of
injury through development of core strength and good technique.

Personal Coaching Goals (HOW-2):
Keep all athletes safe by observing COVID safety protocols. Make sessions fun and keep intensity relatively low due to assumed lack
of physiocal preparation over the past 12 months. Instill the importance of the fundamental skills implemented in this session for
development over the coming weeks and months.

Equipment Required:
Hurdles, Aglity Ladder, Cones, Watch, Whistle

COMPONENT

Warm Up
18:30-18:45
15 mins

DETAIL
2x very easy laps of the track
Lunge Matrix
* 5 Reps on each side
* Front Lunge
* Side Lunge
* Oblique Lunge
Leg Swings
* 8 Reps on Each Side
* Front-to-back
* Side-to-side
* Circle inwards
* Circle outwards
* Split into 3 teams of 4.
* Rotate around 3 activities:
1) 3 Sets - Lateral Hurdle Skip
- Low Hurdles, High Knees,
Maintain rhythm
(Left AND Right is ONE set)

Main Session
18:45 - 19:20
35 mins

2) 3 Sets - Mini Circuit
a) Lateral Squat Walk (5m each side)
b) Lung walk (10m back to start)
c) 60 Sec Plank - Rotate every 15 secs
Front, Left Elbow , Rear, Right Elbow
3) 3 Sets - Agility Ladder
2-IN-2-OUT (Left AND Right is ONE set)

COACHING POINTS
* Don't spend too long explaining
* Watch and guide if required
* Reduce depth of lunge if lack of
strength
* Reduce to squat if required for
strength / injury.

* First 5mins to get into teams and
show everybody the activities.
* Manage the clock with whistle.

ORG./SAFETY POINTS
* Set out cones ofr SD during
drills.
* Ensure all athletes use
sanitiser when entering track

* Keep teams apart by making
session circular around the
track

* Set up so that session is circular.

* Put a person in charge of
each group who knows the
activities and can follow the
instructions.

* PERFECT FORM Hard Effort
should be form over speed.

* Remind importance of looking
before crossing track.

* Check understanding of drills and
rotation of activities

After whole team have completed the
sets, move onto the track to do
1x 50m PERFECT FORM Hard Effort
Move onto the next activity once other
team have finished.
Aim to do 2x Circuits (5 mins each)

Cool Down
19:20 - 19:30
10 mins

Easy jog, 1x lap of track,
walk last 50m
Light hip, back, hamstring
& calf stretches

Discuss new session format and what
people think about it as a concept.

Use cones to keep SD during
stretches

Is it something that people would like to
do more of going forward?

Check for injuries

Do people feel they are missintg out on
their opportunities to run?

Collect equipment on cool down lap

